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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that V is a finite-dimensional vector space over the finite 
field K= GF(q). Recall that a spread in V is a set Y of K-subspaces of V 
satisfying 
(i) Each SE 9 has division 4 dim I’. 
(ii) 9’ partitions V in the sense that each non-zero element of V lies 
in one, and only one, member of Y. 
From (i) it is clear that dim V= 2n and each SE Y (called the com- 
ponents of Y) satisfies dim S = n. Spreads are of high combinatorial interest 
(see [ 11, for example), as are linear representations of a finite group G on 
Y which preserves Y in the sense that if g E G and SE 9’ then also SR E 9, 
that is, G permutes the components of the spread. In this situation we say 
that V affords a spread-invariant representation of G. 
The existence of an invariant spread seems to impose a severe restriction 
on the nature of the (faithful) representation of G, and also on the structure 
of G itself. For example, there are no known examples of faithful spread- 
invariant representations of non-abelian simple groups if K has odd charac- 
teristic. On the other hand, not a single group G has been shown to possess 
no faithful spread-invariant representation, regardless of the characteristic 
of K. This situation has been investigated in [S], where a possible program 
for studying spread-invariant representations was proposed, and the 
theorems of the present paper are offered in the spirit of this program. 
Although we could state our results strictly in the language of represen- 
tations, it is convenient here to recall that the existence of a spread in V 
turns V into a trunslution phne-see [ 1 ] for details. We call a K-subspace 
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WE V a subplane if the spread Y induces a spread on W, that is, if SE 9 
then either S n W= 0 or dim(S n W) = 4 dim W and the set of subspaces 
S n W partition W. 
We write C,,(G) for the subspace of G-invariant elements of V and say 
that G is planar in case 0 # C,(G) is a subplane of V. We say that an 
element .Y E G is planar if (x) is planar. We can now state our main 
theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let K, V be as above with GE C, a symmetric group of 
degree n with n > 4, and assume that V affords a faithful spread-invariant 
representation of G. 
Assume that for each prime p < n we have p ( q - 1. Then the following 
hold: 
(i) V is a free KG-module. 
(ii) G is planar. 
This result gives complete information concerning both the nature of V 
as a KG-module and the geometrical action of G on V. Namely, for each 
H 6 G, H is planar and dim V = 1 HI dim C,(H). Of course this holds only 
under the hypothesis concerning the primes p < n, an unfortunate-but at 
present indispensable-assumption which we believe will ultimately prove 
to be unnecessary. We often paraphrase the conclusions of Theorem A by 
saying that G is planar and free on V. 
It turns out to be convenient to prove a rather stronger result than 
Theorem A, although we will see early in the proofs that it is essentially 
equivalent to it. Thus we have 
THEOREM B. Let K, V be as above with G z C,, x ... x C, with each 
n, Z 4. Assume that for each prime p Q max { n, , . . . . n,} we have p I q - 1. Then 
G is planar and free on V. 
Much of the proof of Theorems A and B is subsumed in the preliminary 
sections 2-5. These are of a rather general nature, and it remains to be seen 
how far the techniques introduced can be pushed. We like to think that 
they will be of use in further work in this direction. 
Finally, we should note that some of the results of this paper are 
contained in the first author’s Ph.D. thesis [2]. 
2. SOME RATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we collect some elementary results concerning representa- 
tions that we shall need. 
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One of the main technical reasons that we restrict ourselves to symmetric 
groups in Theorems A and B is that they are rational groups. One can 
define this to mean that given two elements x, y, they are conjugate if, and 
only if, they generate cyclic subgroups which are conjugate. Thus we have 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf GrC,,x . . . XC,,, is a direct product of symmetric 
groups then G is a rational group. 
Given a representation of a group G, say p, over the complex numbers, 
we say that p is rational-valued if the character x of p is such that x(g) E Z 
for each gE G. Evidently every representation is rational-valued if G is a 
rational group. In general p will be rational-valued if, and only if, 
x(x)=x(y) whenever (x) = (J). A similar discussion can be made for 
any ordinary representation of G, i.e., for a representation of G over the 
field K where char K Z (GI. In case char K # 0, one should really talk of 
Brauer characters, but generally we will ignore this technicality. Thus, 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf Gr C,, x ‘. . x C,, then every ordinary representation of 
G is rational-valued. 
Again let p afford an ordinary representation of G with character x. 
Recall that p is the regular representation of G if x( 1) = IGJ and x(x) = 0 for 
1 #x E G. Of course in this case p arises from the representation of G on 
the corresponding group algebra KG (K being the field of coefficients). 
More generally, if V is the KG-module corresponding to p then V is called 
free when it is a free KG-module; this is the same as being a direct sum of 
copies of KG, so that V is free precisely when x vanishes on G”. In this 
case V is the direct sum of x( 1) copies of KG. We thus have 
LEMMA 2.3. V is a free KG-module $ and only if the restriction V 1 (x) 
of V to (x) is free for each XE G. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G = (x) be cyclic of order n with V a finite-dimensional 
KG-module, char K 1 n. Then V is a free KG-module if and only if the 
following hold: 
(a) dim C,,(G)=n~’ dim V. 
(b) V 1 ( y ) is free for every proper subgroup ( y ) of G. 
(c) V affords a rational-valued character of G. 
Proof Obviously the conditions (a)-(c) are necessary in order that V 
be free. As for sufficiency, let V afford the character x, so that x( 1) = dim V 
and x(J*) =0 if 1 # (.r) #G. Since the space of G-invariants C,.(G) has 
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dimension (x, 1 G) = n -’ C, E (,. x(g) we find that 
,-’ dim V=n-‘x(1)+11 -’ v;, xw+n--’ c x(J’) 
<y>=G 
CV>#G 
=n -’ dim V+n--‘d(n) X(X), 
so that also x(x) = 0. So x vanishes on G#, hence V is free. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let x be an (ordinary) irreducible character of .I,, with 
x E C, an n-cycle. Then x(x) = 0, 1, or - 1. 
Proof A standard consequence of the Murnaghan-Nakayama 
theorem-see, for example, 2.3.17 of [4]. 
LEMMA 2.6. If n # 6, C, has just two (ordinary) irreducible characters of 
degree n - 1. One, say c(, arises from the 2-transitivity of 2, on n letters, 
whilst the second is c(o, where CJ is the sign character defined by o(x) = 1 if 
x is an even permutation and o(x) = - 1 otherwise. 
Proof: See 2.4.10 of [4]. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose that p is an odd prime and x a p-cycle in 2,. Zf p 
is an irreducible representation of C, such that p(x) has no eigenvalue equal 
to 1, then p is one of the two representations of degree p - 1. 
Proof: Clearly p must be faithful. After Lemma 2.1, the eigenvalues of 
p(x) must be the primitive pth roots of unity, each occurring with the same 
multiplicity, call it r. Then if p affords the character x we have x(x) = -r. 
Now Lemma 2.5 yields r = 1, and the present lemma follows from Lemma 
2.6. 
At the end of the paper in an appendix, we have recorded some informa- 
tion concerning fixed-points. More precisely, for certain groups C,, n small, 
and for various elements g of C,, we have recorded the dimension of the 
space of g-invariants for each irreducible representation of C,. This 
information is, of course, readily computable from the character tables of 
the C, in question; these can be found, for example, in [4]. 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose that G r 2, and that x, y are elements of G of 
order 3 and 4, respectively. Zf V affords an ordinary representation of G then 
the following hold: 
(a) If V is a faithful G-module then C,(x) # 0. 
(b) Zf C,,(y)=0 or C,(y)=C,(y’) then dim V=2dimC,(x). 
(c) Zf dim V=2 dim C,(x) then C,(G’)#O. 
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Proof: These facts follow readily from Table I of the Appendix. 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose that G z .X5, x E G has order 6, and V affords an 
ordinary representation of G. If C,,(x) = 0 then an involution t E G’ satisfies 
dim V< 2 dim Cv(t). 
Proof: See Table II of the Appendix. 
LEMMA 2.10. Suppose that G r C,, with V as before. The following hold: 
(a) C,(x) # 0 for each 3-element x E G. 
(b) Ify~Ghasorder6andC~(y)=Othendim V<dimC,(t)foran 
involution t E G’. 
Proof See Table III of the Appendix. 
LEMMA 2.11. Suppose that G z Z, with x E G a 9-cycle, with V as before. 
The following hold: 
(a) rf C,,(x) = 0 then dim V= 4 dim C,(x3). 
(b) Zf V is irreducible and dim C,(x) b 2 dim C,,(x3) then dim V= 1. 
Proof See Table IV of the Appendix. 
3. ON SPREAD-INVARIATION REPRESENTATIONS 
We prove the lemmas of this section under the following assumptions: 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. G is a finite group, K a finite field, and V a finite- 
dimensional KG-module which affords a faithful spread-invariant representa- 
tion of G. Moreover char K [ 1 GI. 
We let Y denote a G-invariant spread in V. It is elementary that for each 
subgroup H< G, exactly one of the following holds: 
(i) C,(H) = 0. 
(ii) H is planar. 
(iii) There is a component 1 E Y such that 0 # C,(H) s 1. 
If (iii) holds, we call 1 the generalized axis of H, and say that H has a 
generalized axis 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that G is solvable and has a generalized axis 1. Then 
there is e.uactIy one component I,, qf .Y which is both distinct from 1 and 
G-invariant. 
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Proof. By induction on IGl. Choose a minimal normal subgroup 
1 #N d G. As 0 #C,..(G) c C,(N) then either N is planar or else N has 
generalized axis 1. 
If N is planar then N # G, and indeed if W = C,(N) and K = C,( W)S G 
then K # G. Applying induction to the action of G/K on W, it follows that 
G fixes a unique component of the spread induced by 9 on W, distinct 
from In W. Hence G fixes a unique component I, of Y which is both 
distinct from 1 and N-invariant. On the other hand, any G-invariant 
component is necessarily N-invariant, and this establishes both the 
existence and unicity of I, in this case. 
If N has a generalized axis 1, and if also N # G, then by induction N fixes 
a unique component I, distinct from 1. Then G necessarily fixes I,, and the 
lemma follows in this case. 
Finally, if N = G then we must have G g Z, for some prime p since G is 
solvable. Since \YI = q” + 1, where q = 1 KI and dim V = 2n, and since p t q 
by Hypothesis 3.1, it follows that G fixes at least one component I, of Y 
distinct from 1. As G is not planar, lo is unique, and the lemma is proved. 
In case the conclusions of Lemma 3.2 hold, we say that G has a 
generalized co-axis I,. Presumably Lemma 3.2 holds even without the 
assumption that G is solvable, but for us the important case is when 
G = (x) is cyclic. In this case we say, if (iii) holds, that x is a generalized 
homology> with generalized axis I and generalized co-axis I,. We call x a 
homology if I has a generalized axis I such that I= C,,(x), in which case we 
call I and I, the axis and co-axis, respectively. If x is an involution with 
C,(X) # 0 it is wellknown that either x is a homology or else x is planar 
with dim C’,,(x) = 1 dim I’; for these facts see [ 11. Concerning involutions 
we have the following result: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let t E G be an involutorial homology and 1 # hE G an 
element of odd order which is inverted by t. Then C,(h) = 0. 
Proof: See [7, Lemma 3.11. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that G = (x, y ) r Z, x Z, for some prime p, and 
that x, y are homologies. Then C,(z) = 0 for each z E G not contained in 
either (x) or (y). 
Proof. Since V= (C,(z)lz~G#) then clearly C,(G)=O, so that V/is 
the direct sum of the subspaces C,( (2)) for 1 # 2 E G. The result follows 
since dim V= dim C,,(x) + dim C,,(y). 
Now recall that Z*(G) is the inverse image in G of Z(G/O(G)). 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf Z*(G) = O(G) then each involution of G is planar. 
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Proof: As Z(G) has odd order then each involution t of G satisfies 
C,,(t) # 0. So if the lemma is false we can take t to be a homology. 
Since t $ Z*(G), Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [3] yields the existence of a 
G-conjugate u of t such that tu = ut and u # t. By Lemma 3.4, C,,( tu) = 0, 
a contradiction. 
Now we come to our principal local-global result. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The follow!ing are equivalent :
(i) G is planar and free on V. 
(ii) (x ) is planar and free on V for each x E G. 
ProoJ Obviously (i) implies (ii), moreover if each (x) is free on V 
then G is free on V by Lemma 2.3. So we must show, assuming (ii), that 
G is also planar. As G is free on V then certainly C,(G) # 0, so there is a 
G-invariant component 1 satisfying C,(G) # 0. 
Now if x E G then x is planar and so in addition to f, x fixes (at least) 
two other components, call them I,, Z2. Now because V = I, 0 I = I, @ I= 
I, @12, for each PEI~ there is a unique d(p) E I with the property that 
p + b(p) E fz. Then 4 induces an x-equivariant linear isomorphism of I, 
onto I, that is, I and I, afford isomorphic (x)-modules. As V is a free 
(x)-module, we can conclude that both 1, and I are also free 
(x )-modules. 
As this argument applies to all XE G, Lemma 2.3 assures us that I is a 
free G-module. As V is also free then a G-invariant complement o 1 in G 
is also free, in particular C,(G) Q I, and this is enough to ensure that G is 
planar as required. 
Remark. We thank the referee for remarks that led to the present 
formulation of Proposition 3.6, a much-improved version of our original 
result. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that Z*(G) = O(G). Then every elementary abelian 
2-subgroup A < G is planar and free on V. 
Proof: Proposition 3.6 tells us that it is enough to show that each x E A 
is planar and free. Planarity follows from Lemma 3.5, and we have already 
remarked that dim C,(x) = 4 dim V, so that x is also free. 
4. THE CONDITION plq- 1 
Recall first that the kernel of a spread .4p in the vector space V over the 
field K is the group of non-singular K-linear transformations of V which 
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preserves each component of Y. The kernel contains a subgroup canoni- 
cally isomorphic to K#, and we will from now on identify these two 
groups. 
We will assume through this section the following: 
HYPOTHESIS 4.1. Hypothesis 3.1 holds u!ith K= GF(q), and moreover we 
have 
(i) plq- 1 for each prime p( IGI. 
(ii) GnK#=l=[G,K#]. 
Condition (ii) means that G and K# are disjoint when regarded as sub- 
groups of the group of K-linear transformations of V, and they commute. 
In the next two results we also adopt the following notation. 
HYPOTHESIS 4.2. Hypothesis 4.1 holds, p is a prime, and x E G, k E K# 
are elements of order p. We set E = (x, k ) 2 Z, x Z,. 
The following is related to [5, 71; 
LEMMA 4.3. For each element gE E\(k), the set Y, of g-invariant com- 
ponents coincides with the E-invariant components. Moreover Sp, # 0. 
ProoJ: As V= (C,(g)1 gEE\(k)) then certainly CV(g)#O for some 
g, so we can choose some y E E\(k > which has the maximal number of 
fixed components, call them YO, and be sure that Y0 # @ since y is either 
planar or a generalized homology. Since k fixes every component then 
clearly E fixes each component of .Y,, and now the lemma is immediate. 
LEMMA 4.4. Assume that for each pth root of unitlf 2 E K, the 
i-eigenspace V, (of x acting on V) is non-zero. Then the following hold: 
(a) Zf .‘c is planar it is also free. 
(b) This being the case, each V, is a subplane. 
ProoJ: It is convenient to identify ;1 with the corresponding element of 
the kernel, in which case we have V,,= C,,(P’x), and E= (x, A-lx) if 
I# 1. 
Now assume that x is planar, with Y0 the x-invariant components. By 
Lemma 4.3, these are also the 1 -‘x-invariant components, so as V1 # 0 
they induce a spread on V,. So (b) holds. Furthermore it follows that each 
VA has the same order (as an afIine plane), that is, dim V, = dim V, for 
each 2. But this says precisely that x is free on V, so (a) also holds. 
We now proceed under the following hypothesis, which axiomatizes one 
of the major inductive situations which we will find ourselves in. 
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HYPOTHESIS 4.5. Hypothesis 4.1 holds and x E G satisfies the following. 
(a) V affords a rational-valued (x)-module. 
(b) If x is a generalized homology then the generalized axis of x also 
affords a rational-valued (x)-module. 
(c) Every proper subgroup of (x) is planar and free on V. 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that x has prime order. Then one of the following 
holds: 
(a) C,(x) = 0. 
(b) x is planar and free on V. 
(c) x is a homology. 
Proof: Let x have order p and adopt the notation of Hypothesis 4.2, 
which is applicable in our present situation. Assuming that C,.(x) ~0, 
Lemma 4.4 applies and tells us that (b) holds if x is planar. 
If x is not planar and C,(x) # 0 then x is a generalized homology with 
generalized axis 1, say. If (c) fails then each eigenspace 1, of x acting on 1 
is non-zero since x acts rationally on 1 by hypothesis. With the convention 
of Lemma 4.4, this says that CI(l-‘x) #O for each 1. On the other hand, 
each A - ‘x is a generalized homology by Lemma 4.3, so C,(1- ‘x) 5 1 for 
each 2. But then v=(C,(g)lg~E\(k))=(C~.(A-‘x))dl, a contra- 
diction. So (c) holds and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose that x does not have prime power order. Then one 
of the following holds: 
(a) C,(x) = 0. 
(b) x is planar and free on V. 
Proof Suppose that C,(x) # 0. Let p be a prime divisor of 1 (x)1 and 
set W= C,(Y). Because of Hypothesis 4.5 we know that W is a subspace 
of V satisfying dim V = 1 (xp)I dim W, furthermore Hypothesis 4.5 applies 
to the action of (x)/(xp) on W, so either (b) or (c) of Lemma 4.6 holds 
or x is trivial on W. 
If x(x”) is planar and free on W then x is planar and dim V= 
I (x”)l dim W= I (.~“)I p dim C,(x) = I(x)1 dim C,(x), whence x is also 
free on V by Lemma 2.4. So (b) holds in this case. 
We show that x cannot induce a homology on W. For if it does we get 
the formula 
dimC,.(x)=(2 I(x)l))‘pdim V. (*I 
Now for any other prime divisor s of l(x)/, x will induce a homology on 
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C,.(xS), so (*) also holds with p replaced by S. This forces p = s, that is, x 
has prime power order, a contradiction. 
Finally, if x acts trivially on W then we get dim C,(x)= 
p 1 (x)[ ’ dim V and again this forces .‘c to have prime power order. The 
lemma follows. 
The proof of the preceding also implies 
LEMMA 4.8. Zf .Y has prime power order p f and zf .Y is planar then one qf 
the following holds: 
(a) x is planar and free on V. 
(b) C,,(x)= C,,(x”), f‘a2, and dim V=p’-’ dim C,,(X). 
5. FIRST REDUCTIONS 
In this section we begin the proofs of Theorems A and B. We proceed 
by induction on (GI, so that we may take G z Z,,, x ... x Z,, to be a mini- 
mal counterexample to Theorem B. We list some of the consequences of the 
results of the previous section. 
LEMMA 5.1. There is x E G such that (x > is not both planar and free 
on V. 
Proof: Because of Lemma 2.2, G satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 
3.5(b). The present lemma follows immediately. 
Because of this result we may choose an element x E G of minimal order 
subject to not being both planar and free on V, and fix this notation. 
LEMMA 5.2. One of the following holds: 
(a) C,,(x) = 0. 
(b) x has prime power order pf, f > 2, C,.(x) = C’,(xp), and x is 
planar. 
(c) .Y has prime power order p* and induces a homology on Cy(xp). 
Proof: Because of Lemma 2.1, all generators of (x) are conjugate in G, 
hence in NG( (x)). Thus Hypothesis 4.5 is satisfied, and the present lemma 
follows from Lemmas 4.648, noting that Lemma 4.6 applies to the action 
of (x>/(x~) whenever C,,(xp) is a subplane. 
Next we set about establishing 
PROPOSITION 5.3. G z Z, for some n z 4. 
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We proceed in a sequence of steps, assuming the result to be false. 
Thus G g Z,, x . . . Z,, with r > 2 and each n, > 4. Let G, EC,,, be the first 
factor in this direct product, with Hz En2 x . . x C,, the direct factor 
complementing G, in G. Set x =gh with gE G1, h E H, with p a prime 
divisor of 1 (g) 1; p exists since otherwise x E H and is planar and free by 
minimality of IGI. 
Step 1. Let W = C,(g). Then W is a subplane of V which satisfies: 
(a) dim V= l(g)/ dim W. 
(b) H acts on W. 
Proof By minimality, VI G1 is planar and free. Then (a) holds, whilst 
(b) is obvious. 
Step 2. H does not act faithfully on W. 
Proof Assume false. By minimality H is planar and free on W, in 
particular h is planar on W. Thus as C,(x) contains C,(h) and the latter 
is a subplane then certainly x is planar. So Lemma 5.2 applies, and in 
particular x has order p’ and satisfies C,(x) = C,,(xP). 
Now we have C,(xP) n C,(g) = CV(gph”) n C,,(g) = C,(g) n Cy(hP), 
so this latter space admits x with a trivial action. Thus C,+(P)= C,(h), 
implying that H is not free on W, a contradiction. This establishes Step 2. 
Step 3: Contradiction. As H is faithful on V= C,(( l)), we may 
choose a subgroup A < (g) of maximal order subject to H being faithful 
on C,(A). By Step 2 we have A # (g), so we can choose B such that 
A<B< (g) and 1B:Al is a prime s. 
By construction, H is not faithful on C,(B), so for some factor H, of H 
which we may take to be isomorphic to C,,, we find that H, is not faithful 
on C,(B). Now as G1 is free on V we have 
dim C,(A) =s dim C,(B), 
whereas since H, is planar and free on C,(A) by minimality of IGI we have 
dim C,(A) = IDI dim,,.,,,(D), 
where we take D to be the kernel of the action of H, on C,(B). These 
equalities yield that ID( < s. 
Now as IDI 3 4 we get s > 5. Our choice of first factor G, of G being 
arbitrary, we now choose it so that in the decomposition of x as 
x=x1x*” .x, with x, in the ith factor C,,, the first factor x1 =g has mini- 
mal order among all x,. As s divides I ( g ) I then each factor has an element 
of order at least s. 
Finally, from this we get that each n, > 5, so that IDJ 2 $n2 !). As C,z has 
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an element of order as, then IDI > s, a contradiction. This completes the 
proof of Proposition 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.4. n > 5. 
Proox We must show that if n = 4, that is, Gr C,, then G is not a 
counterexample. 
To begin with, every elementary abelian 2-group in G is planar and free 
on V. Let 2, y E G have orders 3, 4, respectively. By Lemma 2.8(a) we 
have C,(z) #O. If z is a homology with axis 1, then in particular 
dim V= 2 dim C,(z) and Lemma 2.8(c) yields C,(G’) # 0. As G’ contains 
z then C,(G’) d 1 and in particular G’ acts on 1. As P is trivial on I then so 
also is G’, an impossibility as involutions of G’ are planar. So z is not a 
homology, hence is planar and free on V by Lemma 5.2. 
Now by Lemma 2.8(b) we get 0 # C,(y) # C,(y’). By Lemma 5.2, y is 
free on V and induces a generalized homology with axis I, say. Now every 
element of G is free on I’, so G is free on I’ by Lemma 2.3, so 
0 # C,,(G) < 1 yields the desired contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
PR~P~SITI~N 5.5. x is an n-cycle. 
Proof Assume false. Since x is not contained in a proper subgroup of 
G of shape C,, x ’ . . x Z,,, n, 2 4, the only possibilities are that x has cycle 
decomposition (2)(n - 2) or (3)(n - 3). Let p = 2 or 3 in the two respective 
cases with y the p-cycle and z the (n -p)-cycle. Of course z lies in a 
subgroup H _a C,(y) with Hz C,-, and H acts on C,(y) = W, say. 
Now y lies in a C,- ,-subgroup of G, hence is planar and free on V by 
minimality of G and Lemma 5.4. We show next that H acts faithfully on 
W, so assume false. Let D be the kernel of this action. Now H lies in a 
c n-1 -subgroup of G, hence is planar and free on V. In particular D is free 
on V, which yields dim V= IDI dim C,(D). On the other hand, as D is 
trivial on W then we also get dim V= p dim W <p dim C,(D), and 
consequently IDI dp. As 1 #D 9 H r Znpp the only possibilities are 
IDI =3, n-p=3 or IDI =2, n-p=2. 
If the second case holds then p = 3 and x has order 6, contradicting 
Lemma 5.2. Otherwise I DI =p = 3 and x is a permutation of shape (3)(3) 
in Z,. But in this case we have C,( y)~ C,(z), and by Lemma 5.2 it 
follows that C,(y) = C,(g) for each g E (y, z)#. This is impossible, so we 
have indeed shown that H is faithful on W. 
Suppose next that n -p > 4. Minimality of G then shows that H is planar 
and free on W, in particular y is planar and free on W and x is planar. In 
this case the argument of Step 2 of the proof of Proposition 5.3 yields a 
contradiction. So in fact n-p < 3, and again x is either of type (2)(3) in 
C, or (3)(3) in C,. 
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If the second case holds we get C,(x) # 0 by Lemma 2.10(a), so x is a 
homology by Lemma 5.2. Now there is a G-conjugate MI of x satisfying 
( y, z) = (M’, x), so as both x, vv are homologies Lemma 3.4 tells us that 
C,(y) = 0, a contradiction. This leaves us with the case that x is of type 
(2)(3) in C,. Now Lemma 5.2 yields C,(x) = 0, contradicting Lemma 2.9. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
6. COMPLETION OF THE PROOFS 
Currently we have reduced the proofs of Theorems A and B to the case 
in which G E z,,, n > 5, and the pivotal element x is an n-cycle. 
In the following we take p to be the smallest prime divisor of 1 (x) 1. 
LEMMA 6.1. n is a power of p. 
Proof If false then n = 1 (x)1 is not a prime power. By Lemma 5.2 we 
get C,(x) = 0. We set C= C,(x”Ip) and observe that C is a semi-direct 
product of the normal abelian subgroup A g Z, x ... x Z, (n/p factors) 
with HE Z;,,p. 
Note that if n/p = 2 then p = 2 by choice of p, so n = 4, a contradiction. 
If n/p = 3 then again p = 2, so n = 6 and x is a 6-cycle. In this case the 
condition C,(x) =0 cannot hold by Lemma 2.10(b). So we have n/p>4. 
Now all elements of A are planar and free on V by minimality of 1 (x ) 1, 
so A is planar and free on V by Proposition 3.6(b). We set W = C,,(A). If 
H acts faithfully on W it is planar and free on W by minimality of IGl, in 
particular we get that x is planar, against C,,(x) = 0. So H is not faithful 
on W. 
As n/p 2 4 there is an involution tA E C/A which acts trivially on W. 
Clearly A( t ) is not free on V, so some element of A( t ) is not free. By 
minimality of I (x) I we get n d 2p, and as p 1 n and p # n then n = 2p. But 
then p = 2 and n = 4, a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. n =p. 
Proof Assume false, so that n =pf for some f > 2 by Lemma 6.1. Let 
C, A, H, and W be as in the previous lemma. 
We first deal with the case n = 9. Here, since x3 is free on V we get 
C,(x)#O by Lemma 2.11(a). If C,(x)= C,.(x3) then G is not faithful on 
V by Lemma 2.11(b), so in fact 0 # C,(x) # C&.(x3). By Lemma 5.2 we see 
that x induces a homology on C,(x3), in particular dim C,(x)= 
idim C,(x3). A second application of Lemma 2.11(b) shows that 
C,(G’) # 0, so as x is a generalized homology with generalized axis I then 
0 # C,,(G’) c 1. Thus I admits G and satisfies C,(X) = C,(x3). Again this 
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forces the contradiction that G is not faithful on 1. So we have n # 9. As 
n#4 then n/p>4. 
Now as in Lemma 6.1, we know that A is planar and free on V, and as 
H g Znlp with n/p 2 4, the argument of the last paragraph of Lemma 6.1 
shows that H is faithful on W= C,(A). By minimality of G it follows that 
H is planar and free on W, in particular x is planar. By Lemma 5.2 we 
must have C/(.x) = C,(xp). Note that if f 2 3 then the free action of 
(x)/(x”‘-‘) on W yields C,(.u)# C,(xp), so in fact f =2. But then 
xp E A, so W< C,(?c”), so .Y acts trivially on W. As H is faithful on W this 
is impossible, and Proposition 6.2 is proved. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. n #p. 
Proof: If not then n =p > 5 and x is a p-cycle. By Lemma 5.2 either 
C,(x) = 0 or x is a homology. 
Assume first that C,(x)=O. Then C,(x)=0 for each irreducible con- 
stituent W of V, so by Lemma 2.7 each such W is one of the two modules 
of dimension p - 1 described in Lemma 2.6. Then a 3-cycle y E G satisfies 
dim C,(y) =p - 3 for each W, so if V is the direct sum of N irreducible 
submodules we get dim C,(y)=N(p-3), dim V=N(p- 1). As )’ is free 
then dim V= 3 dim C,(y), so that p - 1 = 3(p - 3), a contradiction. 
Now assume that x is a homology with axis 1. Then dim C,(x) = 
4 dim V, and if C,(G’) #O then G fixes I. In this case G’ acts trivially on 
1 since x does, and this is a contradiction. So each irreducible constituent 
W of V satisfies dim W 2 2 and there is at least one, call it X, which also 
satisfies dim X < 2 dim C,(x). 
From Lemma 2.5 we find that dim C,Y(x)6p-‘(dim X+p- 1). Thus 
p dim X < 2(dim X+p - 1 ), which forces dim X< 2 as p > 5. Since Cp has 
no irreducible representation of degree 2 for p 2 5 this is impossible. As 
Propositions 6.2 and 6.3 are at odds, the main theorems are proved. 
APPENDIX: SELECTED FIXED-POINT DIMENSIONS 
TABLE I:/?, 
I (12)(34) (123) (1234) 
1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 
2 2 0 0 
3 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 
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TABLE II: Z, 
I: 1 4 5 6 5 4 1 
(12)(345): 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
(12)(34): 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 
TABLE III: L, 
I: 1 5 9 10 5 16 10 5 9 5 1 
(123): 1 3 3 4 1 4 4 1 3 3 1 
(123)(456): 1 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 1 (123)(45): : 2 2 1 2 2 0 1 (: 
(123456): 1 0 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 
(12)(34): 1 3 5 4 3 8 4 3 5 3 1 
TABLE IV: Es 
I: 1 8 27 28 48 105 56 42 162 120 189 70 84 168 216 
(123456789): 103 4 6 11 6 4 18 14 21 8 10 18 24 
(123)(456)(789): 1 2 9 10 18 33 20 12 54 42 63 22 30 54 72 
I: 216 189 56 42 168 120 84 162 105 28 42 48 27 8 1 
(123456789): 24 21 6 6 18 14 10 18 11 446301 
(123)(456)(789): 72 63 20 18 54 42 30 54 33 10 12 18 9 2 1 
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